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Hello there and welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for March, 2023. 
One of the biggest months that I have experienced in a long time as an 
Astro-Numerologist. I'm very excited about it. So much to share with you 
here. 
 
So let's dive into the universal month number for March 1st. 
 
March, 2023 is one of those months where we will start feeling the transition 
that's coming to a head in 2025, right in the middle of the decade as usual. 
You know, the codes are just amazing. 
 
And the reason it's such a big year is, at the end of 2024, for six, seven 
straight months, all the slow moving planets from Jupiter all the way to 
Pluto are going to change signs. So that would be Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune, and Pluto. All five will be changing signs. And so that is 
unprecedented. 
 
That means they'll all be at 0 degrees during that period. And that signifies, 
of course a tremendous shift. 
 
So having said that, why is that important for March of 2023? Well, because 
Saturn is changing signs from Aquarius into Pisces on March 7th, and Pluto 
is changing signs from Capricorn into Aquarius at the end of March. 
 
And then we have several other fast-moving planets also changing signs: 
 
Venus enters Taurus, Mercury enters Aries, the Sun of course enters Aries 
and Mars enters Cancer. 
 
It’s a big shift month, and as it happens, it's a 10 universal month. 10 
reduces to 1. So new beginnings. 
 
Of course, when a planet moves into a new sign, that's also new 
beginnings. So you'll feel a really refreshing energy. 
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And keep in mind that all the planets will be moving direct still all the way 
through almost the end of April. There are no retrogrades. So that is also 
part of the major sweeping shift in play now. 
 
10 is the number that I call "Instant Manifestation". It's made up of 1 and -, 
1 being the masculine, 0 the feminine. And so it combines both and is the 
number of love and light and also referred to as the Wheel of Fortune 
number. 
 
10 basically says - you are in charge. Your thoughts create your reality. This 
is going to be absolutely vital. 
 
And since 2023 is a 7 Universal Year and 7 and 1(because 10 reduces to 1) 
are in the "Mind triad" in numerology , the truth that your thoughts create 
your reality is going to really come home to roost in a sense in March. 
 
So this is the God consciousness vibration. 1's and 0's make up the 
universe - straight line and circle. 
 
And because March is a major month for astrological shifts, as we just 
looked at, the number 10 is going to enhance your ability to become 
incredibly self-aware and have tremendous growth and really feel like a new 
phase of your life is going to begin. 
 
Now, what we also have in March is a very exciting day, actually. As you 
know, the equinox happens in March and September. And as it happens, 
the New Moon and Aries this year are on March 21st at 0 degrees. And we'll 
be going into that in a moment, but that's another new beginnings. It's the 
beginning of the season of spring in the northern hemisphere and autumn in 
the Southern hemisphere. 
 
But with the New Moon the same day in the first sign of Aries, it adds again 
to the tremendous shifts that are going on. So this is super exciting. 
 
And the number10/1 again is giving you a strong push towards 
implementing your intentions, your goals, your dreams, and your 
intelligence is activated with the 10/1 and the 7 universal year. 
 
So your focus is really amazing. You're able to analyze really well and you 
will need some time alone with the number 1. And of course, all year long, 
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meditation and serenity for your inspiration are also favored. 
 
So there's going to be a necessity for you to take that time for yourself, get 
out in nature, even if it's just for five, 10 minutes sitting in the sun, walking in 
the sun, whatever it is, or in the rain. It's just something to connect you to 
the beauty of nature and the beauty of silence. So that's the numerology 
code. 

 
 

 
Full Moon in Virgo at 16° 
March 7 at 12:40 PM UT (London) 
March 7 at 7:40 AM EST (New York) 
March 7 at 4:40 AM PST (Los Angeles)
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And then we have a Full Moon in Virgo. This is a big full moon because it 
happens the same day - just like the Aries New Moon happens the same 
day as the Equinox - this full moon in Virgo on March 7th happens the 
same day that Saturn changes signs. 
 
After about two-and-a-half, three years, Saturn is moving into Pisces on 
that same day. Yeah, this is amazing. 
 
And it's happening March 7th - there's the number 7.  
 
We're in a 7 universal year. 
 
The full moon is at 16 degrees, 16 reduces to 7. So Sun and Moon are 
both at 7 and the Sun is conjunct Mercury, which is at 7° Pisces, opposite 
the Moon at 16 degrees Virgo.  
 
So that creates a quintuple 7:7:7:7:7 code and again, reiterates the 
importance of inspiration, listening to the divine voice, the divine message. 
 
This is really going to be the big key to navigating the next couple of years 
is that connection. That relationship to the divine is your most important 
one. In March that'll be very much the message for all of us. 
 
This Full Moon also creates a trine to Uranus from the Moon, sextile from 
the Sun, and Uranus is at 15 degrees in Taurus. So it's a very close trine 
and triangle that's created with the Sun, Moon, and Uranus. 
 
So again this is helping us to connect to inspiration and to be very flexible 
and open, allow life to take unexpected twists and turn, taking new paths 
or having an understanding, where you realize something because your 
perspective is changing, right? 
 
Taurus is a sign of values as well. It's a very grounding sign. And so when 
Uranus is in Taurus, which it has been since 2018 and continues to be 
through 2025, your values are shifting.  
 
What you thought was important to you is either going to take on more 
meaning or a different perspective, or you have some new values that you 
are taking on. 
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And those are also related to how you feel in terms of internally - do you 
feel abundant? Do you feel pleasure? And the values are then based on 
that sense of completion, abundance, and pleasure and beauty. 
 
One more thing to mention about this Full Moon in Virgo is that there is a 
stelium in Aries between Jupiter, Chiron, and Venus. And the reason this is 
also important is the Sun and Moon create a T-square. It's a pretty wide T-
square, but it's still happening nonetheless with Mars. 
 
Mars is at 21 degrees Gemini, almost 22 degrees. So like I said, it's wide, 
but it is there, and Mars rules Aries. 
 
This stelium in Aries also indicates, with the T-square to Mars, the new 
beginnings factor - Aries being the first sign, Mars being the ruler of Aries. 
 
And Venus and Chiron and Jupiter -there's a lot of new beginnings with 
joy, with discovering how important joy is, and beauty and to surround 
yourself with those because they bring healing, which is the Chiron part of 
the stellium. 
 
So, that's something to focus on as well. 
 
Fnally two planets will be at 29 degrees: Pluto moving into Aquarius a 
couple of weeks later, and Saturn, which that very day on March 7th is 
moving from 29°59 minutes in Aquarius to 00:00 Pisces. 
 
So that again, is an open door. 

 
 
 

New Moon in Aries at 00° 
March 21 at 5:23 pm PM UT (London) 
March 21 at 1:23 pm EDT (New York)  
March 21 at 10:23 am PDT (Los Angeles)
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So let's move to the second lunation that's happening. And that is the 
New Moon in Aries on the 21st of March with the Sun and Moon at 
0° degrees Aries. 
 
And they are conjunct to Mercury. So that is always nice for feeling 
very connected, to focus, to communicate, to be present in a way that 
is beautiful for negotiations, correspondence, business matters, 
having a clear intellect, really creating positive outcomes with your 
thoughts. 
 
Remember one of the big themes in March is that your thoughts 
create your reality. 
 
And yes, we've all heard that before, but to make it experiential, 
meaning you are experiencing it in real time, that's really where the 
growth begins. The understanding of course, comes first and then the 
actual experiential part is the key to changing your cells and your way 
of thinking.  
 
Your tools for addressing thoughts that are not helpful are so helped 
when you experience the result of either thoughts that are supportive 
and vivacious and joyful and proactive and look at opportunities in 
everything - versus thoughts that are more the victim and fear-based 
thoughts. 
 
So all of that will be made a lot more clear and that is indicated by this 
conjunction as well. 
 
Now there's also an out-of-sign conjunction to Neptune. Neptune is in 
Pisces at 25 degrees. So it's about five and a half degrees from the 
New Moon still having an impact here, where it's igniting your 
imagination, giving you emotional focus. Neptune is increasing your 
empathy and compassion. 
 
Just make sure you set boundaries and are very conscious of how 
your imagination is impacting your life. And also using it in a way that 
is positive. 
 
The Moon is square to Mars. The Sun is square to Mars. This is an 
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out-of-sign square again. 
 
Mars is in Gemini. If Mars had been in Cancer, it would've been not 
out-of-sign. But it still is pretty close. So again, this square is asking 
you to act. 
 
This is an Aries New Moon and Mars rules Aries, so there'll be a big 
push to get up and get things done. 
 
Just guard against impulsiveness or overheated passion or being 
argumentative or aggressive or reactionary where you just are very 
sensitive and easily triggered. But the flip side is - because the New 
Moon is in Aries you feel very energized and stimulated to act. 
 
So action is really the key because that's where Mars gets its greatest 
joy. That sacred warrior spirit of Mars is most happy when it can 
manifest and move into a direction as speedily as possible. Using 
your passionate engagement, having an outlet for your creativity is 
really the key with this square. 
 
One more thing. We have another out-of-sign connection, and that is 
a sextile to Pluto. And this one is super close. It's almost not out-of-
sign because Pluto will be at 29 degrees, 58 minutes. And two days 
later, on the 23rd of April, Pluto is entering Aquarius. 
 
This is very exciting because Pluto enhances your inspiration. You feel 
very empowered with this sextile, very empowered. Aries is ruled by 
Mars. And Mars and Pluto are very connected. Mars is the original 
ruler, Scorpio, Pluto, the modern ruler Scorpio. So this Aries New 
Moon sextile Pluto helps you to strive for something that you deeply 
desire, that you want to accomplish. 
 
And it feels effortless because you're ready to take the lead and your 
impact and influence are really stimulated. So that is all really 
wonderful news. 
 
For more good news, let's now dive into the in-depth Astro-
Numerology forecast for every day in March! 
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March 1 - 8 
 

 
Wednesday, 3.1.2023 = 11/2 
• March 1, 2023 activates a wonderful quadruple 1:1:1:1 code - as 

March 1 merges with 11 and 10 (March’s Universal Month Number 
in 2023 is 10). 

• There’s a palpable shift in play into the Light and New Beginnings. 
• You feel a brand new lease on life today.  
• Invoke your uniqueness, what feels original and authentic in you. 
• Take bold new steps. 
• Your Connection to Source is strengthened by the opening of the 

11 portal today. 
• Engage in invigorating one-on-one conversations. 
• Move forward with your goals – today carries an invigorating 

forward momentum. 
• Engage passionately, breathe deeply and take a leap of faith! 

 
Moon trine Sun  

• This is a happy transit of the two celestial light bodies, our 
star, the Sun and the Moon. 

• You feel affectionate and loving. 
• Recognition and praise can come your way. 
• Little gifts and advantages come your way. 
• You are recognized for your gifts and extend that 

recognition to others 
• You feel intimately connected to the Divine. 
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Thursday, 3.2.2023 = 12/3 
• A powerful 1:2:3 “ready-set-go” activation keeps the forward 

momentum going. 
• Harmony naturally blesses your life when you engage in creative 

activities. 
• Connect in an uplifting way with others. 
• Find the positive thread and keep that happy narrative activated. 
• You can communicate your feelings with a sense of fun and fullness 

of expression. 
• Share your new plans, new ideas with those you trust. 
• Be sensitive to the feelings of others -  listen to your intuitive 

prompts. 
• Have fun today!  

 

Mercury conjunct Saturn at 29° Aquarius  

• Your analytical abilities allow you to probe and get serious 
about a project that requires your mind to be fully engaged. 

• Focus on the positive to make great progress. 
• Your concentration is outstanding. 
• Be patient and focus on the practical and real. 
• If you feel called to, this is a great time to seek support and 

inspiration from a mentor. 
 

Venus conjunct Jupiter   

• You feel a strong need for love and affection. 
• You are passionately engaged with others – also in social 

gatherings. 
• You want to experience culture, music, entertainment. 
• Your inner artist is stimulated. 
• You feel so good, loving and romantic. 
• Relationships are on the front-burner – both personal and 

platonic. 
• This is your “I’m-in-love” moment… 
• Any new romance will culminate in a beautiful way and has 

great potential to be lasting. 
• Abundance is greatly favored now.  
• Focus on financial flow and the expansion of finances - you 

will be rewarded. 
• You feel lucky! 
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Venus Jupiter Chiron Stellium in Aries    

• Your values are entering a spiritualization process. 
• You are very receptive to divine inspiration and sense answers 

by listening to your subtle physical senses. 
• Your relationships are undergoing a shift towards embracing 

spiritual values as well. 
• Your response to life is passionate and beautiful. 
• A sacred space is opening in a way you will value for a long 

time… 
• A positive and expansive outlook can benefit your well-being 

now.  
• You are open to experiencing new things, healing your mind, 

body, and spirit.  
• You may seek deeper understanding in your life through a 

guide, mentor, or spiritual person or increase your inner 
knowledge through education or meditative practices.  

• You’ll discover new perspectives on your beliefs.  
• Restoring peace in your personal life and harmony in your 

relationships is possible since you are open to healing your 
own wounds, as well as extending compassion and generosity 
to others. 
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Friday, 3.3.2023 = 13/4 
• Today’s 13 Universal Date governs the Divine Feminine. 
• You want to get to a creative project today. 
• Great progress can be made with dedicated focus. 
• Bring fun and play into the equation, whether socially or in your 

creative process. 
• Your imagination is calling you lay down a plan of action. 
• Express what brings you joy – you are building a foundation of 

lasting success. 
• After work, be sure to play! 
• Today’s energy blends both fluid creative expression and the 

discipline to manifest real results.  
 

Moon opposite Pluto at 29° 

• Your feelings are intensified today. 
• Be sure you stay in control of your reactions. 
• Breathe through any changes of mood. 
• Oppositions bring harmony when you share – so be sure to 

share your deep emotions with a trusted friend. 
• Channel your deep feelings into something artistic and 

creative. 
• You are very intuitive today – listen and breathe. 
• Your emotional empowerment is strengthened when you 

accept the depths of your feelings. 
• Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will 

allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way. 
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Saturday, 3.4.2023 = 14/5 
• Whereas yesterday’s code focused on blending work and playful 

expression, today’s code allows you to take responsibility for your 
FREEDOM. 

• Travel, movement, exploration are magnified. 
• Feeling free to take a risk, personally or professionally, allows you to 

discover a new direction. 
• Your inner adventurer wants some direction today! 
• What is it you’d like to explore? 
• Be open to the unexpected… surprises and excitement will appear 

in your life today!   
• The number 4 governs home, family, honor and security as well, so 

it’s a wonderful day to celebrate with your loved ones. 
 

Moon square Uranus  

• You may feel intense emotional excitability. 
• Guard against impulsive actions and instant reactions. 
• You yearn for total freedom. 
• Immerse yourself in activities that stimulate you in a new way. 
• You have strong instincts – listen first, feel inner serenity in 

order not to rush into things. 
• Know that everything moves quickly – so air is cleared rapidly. 
• Rely on your intuition to gauge the emotional shifts with clarity. 
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Sunday, 3.5.2023 = 15/6 
• Tap into your inner adventurer while also remembering to nurture 

yourself. 
• You may be asked to support others – if so, be flexible and open to 

both your and their needs. 
• Freedom blends with responsibility today. 
• Love is on the forefront and needs to be explored with complete 

openness. 
• You’ll feel more romantic and sensual today. 
• Connect deeply with LOVE on every level – and feel free to explore 

love and romance from a new angle. 
• You are waking up to your incredibly rich inner resources. 
• That includes an activation of external resource – abundance and 

prosperity. 
 

Moon opposite Saturn 

• This is a big call to act on projects in order to bring energy into 
balance! 

• There may be some challenges along the way… overcoming 
them will make you stronger and disciplined as you shift your 
energy into a higher vibration and reap happy results down the 
road. 

• Your responsibilities may expand, so make sure you keep the 
balance fulfilling duties while being patient and determined to 
proceed with your goals at work. 

• Most definitely your resolve will be strengthened over the next 
few weeks.  

• Persistence and hard work can lead to recognition, respect and 
achievement. 
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Monday, 3.6.2023 = 16/7 
• Calm and serenity merge with sudden intuitive inspirations to create 

a nurturing, healing shift today. 
• You are seeking answers and taking the time to listen. 
• At the same time, family and loved ones take a front seat in your 

life. 
• While you are resting and recalibrating, or after you dive into some 

research, take the time to do something you truly love or be with 
people you cherish. 

• Spend time in nature and in your sanctuary at home. 
• Passionate, emotional engagement bridges with a visionary clarity. 
• You feel spiritually elevated. 
• Abundance is enhanced through listening to your inner voice for 

direction. 
 

Moon opposite Mercury 
• You may feel moody and your mind may be in conflict with your 

feelings.  
• You may feel nervous unsettled at times.  
• This is a day of readjustment. 
• Use this energy to work on a project that requires deep thinking 

and analysis. 
• A passionate discussion with a friend helps you air your views. 
• Get things in order in your home and work environment. 
• This is a great transit for feng shui and cleaning, doing chores and 

tidying your space. 
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Tuesday, 3.7.2023 = 17/8 
• A stunning code of inspiration and immortality creates a powerful 

dynamic for actualizing spiritual goals.  
• Serenity and Peace allow you to reflect so you’re energized with a 

quest to manifest. 
• This day is filled with opportunities for spiritual leadership. 
• Courage and wisdom blend to create magical moments of 

discovery and momentum. 
• You are paying attention to details – in doing so you deepen your 

commitment to excellence. 
• Rest more today – you’ll be ready to peak energetically. 
• Listen to your dreams. 
• Meditate on the mysteries of life. 
• Spend some time alone if you can. 
• Connect with nature! 
• You are being spiritually awakened to go for your dreams. 
• What you do today leaves a legacy behind. 

 
Full Moon in Virgo at 16° 
(March 7 at 12:40 pm UT, 7:40 am EST, 4:40 am PST) 
6th consecutive Full Moon at 16° 
 

Moon trine Uranus 

• You are inclined towards change and making new plans. 
Surprises create emotional breakthroughs. 

• Act on your instinct. 
• Be open to unusual experiences. 
• A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial 

flow. 
• Your imagination flows today. 
• You may have some unusual experiences. You yearn for 

emotional freedom. 
• Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored. Let your 

genius express itself. 
 

Sun sextile Uranus 

• You are ready to accept change and make new plans.  
• Welcome all Surprises – as they are designed to generate emotional 

breakthroughs. 
• Act on your instinct. 
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• Be open to unusual experiences. 
• Your imagination flows today. 
• You may have some unusual experiences.  
• You yearn for emotional freedom. 
• Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored.  
• Let your natural genius express itself. 

 

Moon square Mars 

• You feel strong emotional focus and direction. 
• Guard against emotional aggression and impatience. 
• This is highly creative energy. 
• Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make 

great progress. 
• You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient. 
• You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction. 
• You are conscious of your goals. 
• Guard against aggression and rashness. 
• Act on your feelings – positively. 

 

Sun square Mars  

• You feel energized and stimulated to ACT. 
• Joy and the sacred warrior spirit are manifested and are 

seeking an outlet. 
• Your creativity is at a high. 
• Guard against impulsiveness, overheated passion, being 

argumentative and aggressive, reactive behavior. 
 

 

OTHER Planetary transits during the New Moon: 
 

Jupiter conjunct Chiron  

• A positive and expansive outlook can benefit your well-being 
now.  

• You are open to experiencing new things, healing your mind, 
body, and spirit.  

• You may seek deeper understanding in your life through a 
guide, mentor, or spiritual person or increase your inner 
knowledge through education or meditative practices.  

• An urge to travel to far-away places (real or imaginary) can be 
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experienced now.  
• You’ll discover new perspectives on your beliefs.  

• Restoring peace in your personal life and harmony in your 
relationships is possible since you are open to healing your 
own wounds, as well as extending compassion and generosity 
to others. 

 

Venus sextile Mars 

• You feel a strong desire for love and affection 
• Your sensual Passions are on a high 
• Social gatherings and going out to a cultural event is a great 

way to benefit from Venus trine Mars  
• If you are in an existing partnership, you will feel even more 

deeply connected 
• If you are entering a new relationship and dating, this is a 

wonderful date night 
• Resolve any personal issues with anyone – this is a great time 

to discuss and let go 
• Creatively you will be very engaged and on fire! 

 

Saturn enters Pisces 

• Your dreams are coming true – as Saturn in Pisces for the next 2.5 years 
makes your inspiration concrete.  

• You are realistic about what you receive through inspiration and 
intuition, making it viable and helpful to others. 

• Your intuition will grow greatly with Saturn in Pisces. 
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Wednesday, 3.8.2023 = 18/9 
• Letting go and rest makes room for exemplary leadership. 
• As you let go of all unnecessary thoughts, you make room for 

courageous action. 
• Take the lead and follow the prompts of your Inner Authority. 
• 8 represents visionary leadership and 9 compassionate leadership – 

together they merge to take you to the threshold… trust in your 
instincts and move quickly through decisions to capture all 
opportunities available to you. 

• 8 and 9 are numbers of abundance – focus on your abundant life to 
attract more bounty and prosperity. 

• Your vision is wide-reaching, with the requisite energy to match – 
make the most of this special day. 

 
Moon trine Pluto 

• This is a day of deep emotional insights. 
• You are purging emotions for deep healing. 
• You have a greater strength of assertion. 
• Emotionally you feel empowered and confident. 
• You’re more sensitive emotionally. 
• Heightened intuition and psychic perception. 
• Feelings can transform and create a rebirth. 
• You may be deeply moved. 
• You are in touch with your subconscious mind and want to get 

to the truth of the matter – getting to the root of feelings in 
yourself and others. Interactions are profound. 

• You are connecting to deeper emotions. 
• This brings emotional empowerment. 
• Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and 

strength. 
• Lead from a place of passion and love. 
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March 9 – 16 
 
 

 
Thursday, 3.9.2023 = 19/10/1 
• Today’s powerful code allows you to release and renew. 
• The Prince of Heaven Number 19 merges with the number of 

unconditional love and wise leadership, 9. 
• Letting go is often challenging, but today it’s easier as you see the 

LIGHT at the end of the tunnel. 
• 9 and 1 represents a shift – be ready to embrace new ways. 
• You may make a big decision about your future today. 
• March’s 10/1 universal month vibration helps to activate the forward 

momentum and creative thinking to bridge the past and the 
present. 

• Initiating romance is favored. 
• Taking the lead, where you may have hesitated to do so until now, 

is greatly supported. 
• If you allow the shifts into your life, you will welcome the support to 

implement your divine mission and your vision. 
 

Moon opposite Jupiter 

• You experience joyous feelings and generosity. 
• You feel more relaxed and open to share. 
• Make sure you create boundaries to protect yourself 

emotionally as well. 
• You will want to communicate your heart and Soul with your 

loved ones. 
• Gratitude is enhanced – you are generous with your time. 
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Friday, 3.10.2023 = 11/2 
• What a spectacular day in numerology! 
• The 10:10 code merges March’s universal month number with today’s 10 

Day for powerful Manifestation. 
• At the same time the 11 portal opens up a powerful series of new 

beginnings into Love and Light. 
• Instant Manifestation creates tremendous forward momentum that 

initiates fortune and success. 
• New beginnings and balance merge your mind and heart, thoughts and 

feelings. 
• All is precipitated by Divine Protection, facilitated by the “0” in the 

number 10,  which is double activated today. 
• So, surrender, listen, receive – and implement. Repeat. 
• You are uplifting others with your dignity. 

 
Moon trine Mars 

• You have greater emotional focus and direction. 
• You are more conscious of your goals. 
• Your instinct feels strong. 
• This is a day of fire, passion, enthusiasm! 
• Act on your emotions. 
• You may feel a little impulsive – guard against overreacting. 
• It’s a great day for enterprising, small successes. 
• You yearn for independence 
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Saturday, 3.11.2023 = 12/3 
• Open the 11 gateway into joy, learning and truth. 
• Create and play! 
• Today a wonderful 10:11:12 and 1:2:3 sequence propels you to 

move into a new experience of joyful present moment living. 
• You are a lifelong student – and today inspiration and deep study 

stimulate your imagination and intuition in a big way. 
• Originate something brand new. 
• Your relationships are strengthened when you infuse them with fun. 
• Your intuition is enhanced.  
• Your imagination is strong. 
• This infusion of your intuition and imagination creates tremendous 

opportunities and births many gifts. 
• Embrace the present moment – where all dissolves into happiness. 
• You are excited to be alive! 

 
Venus sextile Mars at 23° 

• You feel a strong desire for love and affection 
• Your sensual Passions are on a high 
• Social gatherings and going out to a cultural event is a great 

way to benefit from Venus trine Mars  
• If you are in an existing partnership, you will feel even more 

deeply connected 
• If you are entering a new relationship and dating, this is a 

wonderful date night 
• Resolve any personal issues with anyone – this is a great time 

to discuss and let go 
• Creatively you will be very engaged and on fire! 

 

Mercury sextile Uranus at 15° 

• Lower Mind (Mercury) and Higher Mind (Uranus) are in total 
harmony for incredible inspiration and integration. 

• You have good powers of observation. 
• Your perception of your life is broadened. 
• You get inspired by revolutionary ideas. 
• Your fields of interest expand to include the unusual. 
• You crave more independence.  
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Sunday, 3.12.2023 = 13/4 
• Look for creative, unexpected solutions. 
• Express yourself with ingenuity – allow your inner genius to SPEAK. 
• You have a beautiful blend of determination and playfulness at your 

disposal. 
• An element of surprise can appear today – surrender and accept 

what appears. 
• Organize your day – and then let your imagination go. 
• You are exploring limitless ways to express happiness, and creating 

a structured way to implement joy into real results. 
• This day is both practical and free-flowing. 
• You receive answers to questions that may delight you – but always 

bring a sense of resolution. 
• Your inspiration is terrifically amplified! 
 

Moon trine Neptune 

• Focusing on your spiritual origins helps you to understand your 
destiny and awaken your intuition, which is greatly expanded. 

• You can bond with your loved ones in a sweet, caring, tender, 
loving way. 

• You have greater psychic awareness today. 
• Delicate matters are understood as your heart expands with 

love. 
• Your imagination, intuition and creativity are greatly magnified. 
• Your dreams and fantasies feel real today. 
• Engage with Soul-centered activities – creative, artistic 

projects. 
• Pay attention to your visions. 
• Mystical experiences are available to you. 
• Deep conversations with friends bring healing. 
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Monday, 3.13.2023 = 14/5 
• 13 and 14 usher in change and surprises! 
• Be open to embrace the unexpected. 
• You are experiencing both a transformation and a heightened 

sensual exploration. 
• Many opportunities, some very exciting, are presented to you. 
• Take a risk – explore without fear. 
• Communicate with originality – share without setting limits. 
• New boundaries are set today. 
• Your sense of joyful freedom is enhanced by the unexpected nature 

of the code today. 
• Genius ideas find an audience. 
• Share your ingenious ideas in writing, music or speaking. 
 
Moon square Saturn 

• You have a greater sense of duty today. 
• This aspect is wonderful for working in seclusion. 
• Emotional commitment to a task, project or relationship is 

strengthened. 
• Take extra time to rest – you may feel energetically more 

depleted. 
• Be clear and honest with how you’re feeling. 
• Take your feeling seriously, and take responsibility for your 

emotions. 
• You may need to create some distance and set boundaries. 
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Tuesday, 3.14.2023 = 15/6 
• 14 symbolizes communication through all media, so feel free to 

connect – and always do so with compassion. 
• Love and sensuality are enhanced. 
• Be open to feel and ready to change your emotional attachments. 
• Risk and responsibility merge today. 
• You are devoted and open to change. 
• Share your message freely and sensitively. 
• Be ready to nurture others – but do so with an adventurous spirit so 

as to support their embrace of unconditional love. 
• Your devotion to freedom is the key to success. 

 
Mars square Neptune at 25° 

• Intellectual energy is very strong today. 
• Your physical nature is being spiritualized. 
• A desire to release tension is strong today. 
• Guard against over-reacting which can come from internal 

confusion. 
• Get rest today – don’t exert too much energy and replenish 

your resources. 
• Creative projects allow you to channel the powerful inspiration 

that can accompany this transit. 
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Wednesday, 3.15.2023 = 16/7 
• You are awakening to your powerful gifts as an Alchemist. 
• Your inspirations are infused with passion and love today. 
• You feel magnetic and motivated by wisdom and love. 
• Spend some time alone, rest and meditate – nurture yourself. 
• You are assimilating a new awareness, allowing new blessings to 

infuse your Soul. 
• Allow the spiritual alchemist to follow the promptings in your heart 

and magically stimulate your day with joy. 
• Romance and financial flow are favored – as long as you approach 

each with serenity and calmness. 
 

Sun conjunct Neptune at 25° Pisces  

• Your imagination is positively VIVID!  
• You are receptive and impressionable, and your enthusiasm is 

on a high. 
• You are attracted to mystical subjects. 
• Your empathy is expansive. 
• Make sure you set boundaries. 
• Explore the esoteric arts and sciences like astrology and 

numerology.  
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March  16 – 22 
 

 

Thursday, 3.16.2023 = 17/8 
• Inspiration and Immortality merge with tremendous results. 
• Change stimulates you taking charge of a situation. 
• You are able to concentrate on your goals by forging a strong co-

creative connection to Source. 
• Your Power and Vision join forces for tremendous breakthroughs. 
• Any surprises are meant to stimulate you to manifest more of your 

divine mission. 
• Leadership and Spiritual Awakening are your keywords today. 
• If you receive sudden inspirational insight,s be sure to manifest 

them – they will reap much success. 
 

Venus enters Taurus 

• Love, abundance and what you value feels grounded and 
present. 

• You are more sensual and want physical connection. 
• Your attention on the importance of beauty in your 

environment. 
• Simple pleasures bring joy. 

 

Venus square Pluto 

• This transit will impact your intimate relationships in a big way. 
• You are going deeper on how to manage control issues – 

especially if there is tension in the relationship. 
• If you don’t feel you are of value, it’s more likely you will attract 

people who don’t value you. Observe whether you are fearful or 
feel unloved – often these lead to jealousy, manipulation or 
possessiveness. 

• As for healthy relationships – the attraction between you two is 
incredibly powerful. 

• If you meet someone it will feel like instant attraction. 
• Dive into your creativity and ability to seek deeper truths and 

uncover secrets – as you have tremendous intuitive abilities 
along with a highly activated imagination. 
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Mercury conjunct Neptune at 25°  

• Your imagination is enriched today. 
• You feel truly inspired. 
• Premonition of coming events is favored. 
• You comprehend things on both the spiritual and mental 

planes. 
• Engage in Soul-inspired activities. 
• Allow your mind to wander, daydream, explore other realms. 
• Sensitivity is heightened,  
• romance enhanced,  
• sensuality magnified,  
• your imagination knows no bounds  
• and you feel magnetic and confident in sharing your ideas and 

message in an expansive way. 
 

Sun square Mars at 25°  

• You feel energized and stimulated to ACT. 
• Joy and the sacred warrior spirit are manifested and are 

seeking an outlet. 
• Your creativity is at a high. 
• Guard against impulsiveness, overheated passion, being 

argumentative and aggressive, reactive behavior. 
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Friday, 3.17.2023 = 18/9 
• Immortality and Release create waves of energy. 
• Surrender, receive and gaining a visionary perspective. 
• Loving authority is your keyword. 
• Take your goals, bring them to life with passion. 
• Move through the day like an empress / emperor. 
• You are the culmination of decision after decision – so be clear on 

what you’re doing with your time and where you are heading. 
• Take some extra time to rest. 

 
Mercury Square Mars at 26°  

• Guard against rushing into things and being hasty. 
• You may be impatient and make assumptions before understanding 

the whole picture. 
• Take deep breaths before communicating your feelings and thoughts. 
• Use the heightened energy to focus on a creative project. 
• If you feel anxious, Mars is encouraging you to exercise to release the 

tension. 
• Guard against communicating in an aggressive way. 
• This is not the best day for negotiating or making big decisions. 
• If you focus on practical, constructive thinking, you will express the 

quick-paced energy in a positive way. 
 
 

Sun conjunct Mercury at 26° 

• Your focus is on practical thinking 
• Set goals with full conscious engagement. 
• Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to 

reason well. 
• Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to 

explore. 
• Negotiations and correspondence are favored 
• Good for business matters. 
• You have a clear intellect and are focusing on positive 

outcomes. 
• You are conscious of your goals and intellectually engaged in 

achieving them. 
• Any kind of communication is supported by your positive 

insights today. 
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Venus sextile Saturn at 1° 

• You feel more serious – but this is a highly productive period! 
• Often you receive the harvest of past efforts around this time. 
• You reap what you have seeded in more challenging periods of 

your life. 
• Any authority figures in your life will take pleasure in your 

accomplishments. 
• You yearn for more companionship. 
• You want to feel valued for who you are at Soul level. 
• You or your partner may feel the urge for deeper commitment 

to the relationship. 
• Any new relationships will not be short-lived but result in long-

term commitment. 
• Saturn is the wise teacher, so the age difference in a 

mentor/student or romantic relationship may be greater than 
usual. 

• Business investments are favored now, as is paying off debt 
and starting a savings plan. 
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Saturday, 3.18.2023 = 19/10/1 
• 18/9 and 19/10/1 merge for endings and beginnings – a major shift 

is in play. 
• The Prince of Heaven Number 19 symbolizes the Sun, and 18 

allows you to focus on health, rest and healing – so allow the LIGHT 
of HEALING to enter your day. 

• Take the lead in a loving, but firm way. 
• You are exploring how to merge compassion with discipline and 

directional force. 
• Major shifts are possible today. 
• Your originality seeks to express itself freely and with deep feeling. 
• You may need extra rest. 
• Focus on your health. 
• Any release you address today will help you penetrate new space 

and create new amazing pathways in your life. 
 

Mercury sextile Pluto at 29°  

• You have a desire to persuade and influence others. 
• You strive for recognition. 
• Your words leave a deep impact, so use them wisely. 
• You are passionate about language and being the messenger 

of a vision that carries profound purpose. 
• Your intuition and intelligence combine as a powerful unity. 
• Conversations go very deep and touch on the mysterious and 

hidden. 
• Probing the mystical topics of all kinds, including astro-

numerology, is greatly favored. 
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Sunday, 3.19.2023 = 20/2 
• The Prince of Heaven number 19 opens up many opportunities to 

help you shine your light. 
• Feel at peace, listen closely and manifest. 
• This is the time to implement incredibly original new brilliant ideas. 
• Inspiration and originality merge to pave the way for wonderful 

results. 
• Focus on success through enhanced imagination. 
• Allow yourself to perceive the infinite possibilities available to you –

refuel your energy resources. 
• You are filled with inspiration and determination. 

 

Mercury enters Aries  

Moon conjunct Saturn 

• You take your feelings seriously and feel responsible for your 
total well-being. 

• You have more self-control. 
• A sense of duty comes naturally today. 
• This is a good day to work alone or take alone time. 
• Emotional commitment is heightened. 
• Your feelings are understood at a level that brings wonderful 

clarity. 
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Monday, 3.20.2023 = 12/3  
• March 20th activates the 1-2-3 code of forward momentum again.  
• New creative projects bring your life into harmony – embrace them! 
• You feel a beautiful sense of joy. 
• One-on-one connections allow you to communicate with sweetness 

infused with happiness. 
• Balance and serenity allow you to feel secure while you embrace 

life with a sense of play. 
• You can mend any conflict with your smile today. 
• Allow compromise to bring peace of mind. 

 
Sun enters Aries (Equinox) 

 

Sun sextile Pluto  

• Striving for success is natural today. 
• Your desire to accomplish is greatly heightened 
• Effortless confidence is yours. 
• You are ready to take the lead! 
• You can work through challenging projects more easily 
• Your impact and influence are great. 
• You are more assertive and confident 
• You are determined to achieve your goals. 
• You feel very attractive – and exude a mystery and magnetism. 
• Dive into mysterious subjects and get more clarity. 
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Tuesday, 3.21.2023 = 13/4  
• 21 – signifying our 21st Century of Truth and Joy, merges with 13 – 

number of the Divine Feminine. 
• This combination is highly significant since. 
• Powerful Manifestation opportunities are yours when you let play, 

receptivity and joy direct your energy. 
• Joyful implementation is building block of success and fulfillment. 
• Patience and steadiness combined with an openness to explore 

and express yourself – are the key energies today. 
• See this day as an opportunity to apply step-by-step 

implementation of your imagination. 
• Create boundaries where necessary – and share your feelings when 

prompted from the inside to do so. 
 

New Moon in Aries at 00°  
 March 21, 2023 (5:23 pm UT, 1:23 pm EDT, 10:23 am PDT) 

 
Moon and Sun create Stellium with Mercury and Neptune  
 

Moon conjunct Mercury 

• You have many ideas and are making plans. 
• You are intellectually stimulated. 
• Heart and Mind are synchronized. 
• This is a good day for negotiations. 
• All aspects of writing and communication are enhanced. 

 
Sun conjunct Mercury 

• Your focus is on practical thinking 
• Set goals with full conscious engagement. 
• Your communication abilities are strong and you are able to 

reason well. 
• Thoughts move fast as you adapt to variety and are curious to 

explore. 
• Negotiations and correspondence are favored 
• Good for business matters. 
• You have a clear intellect and are focusing on positive 

outcomes. 
• You are conscious of your goals and intellectually engaged in 

achieving them. 
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Moon conjunct Neptune in Pisces 

• You are super sensitive, receptive and open emotionally. 
• Your psychic faculties are greatly enhanced. 
• Extra-sensory cognition is super strong today. 
• You pick up on other people’s feelings more than usual. 
• Feelings are very delicate all around. 
• You have great introspection. 
• Your dream life is intense. 
• Mystical experiences and delving into mystical subjects is 

favored. 
• You feel spiritually very connected to Source. 
• Your heart is wide open – sharing unconditional love. 
• Any kind of communication is supported by your positive 

insights today. 
 

Sun conjunct Neptune  

• Your imagination is positively VIVID!  
• You are receptive and impressionable, and your enthusiasm is 

on a high. 
• You are attracted to mystical subjects. 
• Your empathy is expansive. 
• Make sure you set boundaries. 
• Explore the esoteric arts and sciences like astrology and 

numerology.  
 

Moon square Mars 

• You feel strong emotional focus and direction. 
• Guard against emotional aggression and impatience. 
• This is highly creative energy. 
• Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make 

great progress. 
• You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient. 
• You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction. 
• You are conscious of your goals. 
• Guard against aggression and rashness. 
• Act on your feelings – positively. 

 
Sun square Mars  

• You feel energized and stimulated to ACT. 
• Joy and the sacred warrior spirit are manifested and are 

seeking an outlet. 
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• Your creativity is at a high. 
• Guard against impulsiveness, overheated passion, being 

argumentative and aggressive, reactive behavior. 
 

Moon sextile Pluto 

• You are empowered and determined and filled with purpose. 
• Pluto rules Scorpio 
• Truth will gently revealed, but still be profound. 
• You can solve mysteries, and discover answers to secrets. 
• You feel forgiving and that empowers you from deeply within. 

 
Sun sextile Pluto  

• Striving for success is natural today. 
• Your desire to accomplish is greatly heightened 
• Effortless confidence is yours. 
• You are ready to take the lead! 
• You can work through challenging projects more easily 
• Your impact and influence are great. 
• You are more assertive and confident 
• You are determined to achieve your goals. 
• You feel very attractive – and exude a mystery and magnetism. 
• Dive into mysterious subjects and get more clarity. 

 
 

Other Transits during Aries New Moon 
 

Mars square Neptune 

• Intellectual energy is very strong today. 
• Your physical nature is being spiritualized. 
• A desire to release tension is strong today. 
• Guard against over-reacting which can come from internal 

confusion. 
• Get rest today – don’t exert too much energy and replenish 

your resources. 
• Creative projects allow you to channel the powerful inspiration 

that can accompany this transit. 
 

Mars trine Saturn  

• The strong surge of energy today activates your 
responsibilities and duties. 

• You have strong willpower and strong concentration. 
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• Perseverance is very strong, so use this transit to follow 
through on a project that you feel passionately about. 

• You are taking your work very seriously. 
• Success comes through unusual effort. 
• Distractions are held at bay as you complete goals with 

discipline and dedication. 
• If you are dating, this is a great time to commit to the 

relationship and make it formal. 
• Your patience allows you to discover the most efficient road 

to successful completion of any project. 
 

Venus sextile Saturn  

• You feel more serious – but this is a highly productive period! 
• Often you receive the harvest of past efforts around this time. 
• You reap what you have seeded in more challenging periods of 

your life. 
• Any authority figures in your life will take pleasure in your 

accomplishments. 
• You yearn for more companionship. 
• You want to feel valued for who you are at Soul level. 
• You or your partner may feel the urge for deeper commitment 

to the relationship. 
• Any new relationships will not be short-lived but result in long-

term commitment. 
• Saturn is the wise teacher, so the age difference in a 

mentor/student or romantic relationship may be greater than 
usual. 

• Business investments are favored now, as is paying off debt 
and starting a savings plan. 
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Wednesday 3.22.2023 = 14/5 
• 22 invokes the master number of Peace merged today with the 

exciting “Media” number 14. 
• What a gorgeous code of Peace and Freedom! 
• Freedom from Restriction creates inner calmness. 
• You are blending movement and security. 
• Balancing responsibility and risk are your tasks today. 
• Make productive changes in your life – they will last and set you free 

from following the mundane, expected path. 
• Instead of following the status quo, get your security from taking a 

leap of faith. 
• Change is integral to inner peace. 

 

Moon conjunct Jupiter 
• Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of 

bliss. 
• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
• Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul. 
• Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
• You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
• Calmness and freedom come together in a dynamic way. 
• Enjoy the bountiful beauty life has to offer. 
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Thursday, 3.23.2023 = 15/6  
• 23, the Royal Star of the Lion number, merges with 15, the Spiritual 

Alchemist for a truly empowering, freeing and loving code.  
• Magic is in the air today… How beautiful to float freely through life 

while being nurtured by love. 
• You are connecting heart-to-heart with your Soul family – and this 

connection brings many new opportunities. 
• Explore the changes present in your life now. 
• Allow freedom to touch every decision you make. 
• Be open to send rays of love in any direction. 
• You are flexible, responsible and compassionate. 
• This is a wonderful way to explore new opportunities for financial 

expansion. 
• Abundance and Freedom go hand in hand – this is why you want to 

always feel your inner independence in order to embrace the 
abundance of prosperity in your life. 

 
Pluto enters Aquarius 

• For the first time in 248 years Pluto enters Aquarius, sign of the 
collective, society, innovations, technology, the unexpected, 
freedom, and the future.  

• Pluto infuses Aquarius with regeneration, life-birth-rebirth.  
• What we have been used to will be transformed as a new life is 

created.  
• You are more passionate about the future. 
• Change is profound, prolific and lasting. 
• Transformation for the highest good of all is the major theme. 
• Pluto dips into Aquarius for three months until June 11, giving 

us a taste of how Pluto will impact us regarding freedom, the 
future and society which begins in earnest in November, 2024 
when Pluto enters Aquarius for two decades.  
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March 24 – 31 
 

 
 
Friday, 3.24.2023 = 16/7 
• Take ownership of your Spiritual Mission. 
• Nurture your gifts!  
• You have the courage to seek love in every area of your life. 
• Embrace changes – they create an internal awakening. 
• Embrace sudden shifts today – as the lightning strike of wisdom 

opens doors for you to receive divine wisdom. 
• Reflect and go out into nature today – you will see love in every 

plant, tree, flowers as nature reminds you of the Love of God. 
• Surrender to your inspiration and allow it to nurture you. 

 
Moon conjunct Uranus 

• You feel emotionally grounded which prepares you to 
experience breakthroughs. 

• Acting totally on instinct is really favored. 
• You feel deeply connected to Source. 
• There is a strong appreciation and understanding of the 

beautiful. 
• Enjoyment and Excitement are yours! 
• A focus on the unexpected opens doors for an Awakening.  
• You experience emotional breakthroughs. 
• You feel emotionally thrilled.  
• Ambition is heightened. 
• You may have unusual experiences. 
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Saturday, 3.25.2023 = 17/8 
• 25 lights up your mind and 17 gives you the infinite strength to 

implement your discoveries. 
• Empowerment arises through a Spiritual Awakening. 
• This is a quite day to see your vision. 
• You are an immortal Soul living a divine experience – take the Lead 

in HOW you respond to everything and everyone. 
• Recognize your immortality and Trust in the Divine Wisdom living in 

your heart. 
• You can attract tremendous financial flow by manifesting from a 

place of courage and commitment. 
• Implementation of your divine vision is the key to success and the 

recognition of your gifts. 
 

Mars enters Cancer 

 

Moon sextile Neptune 

• Your psychic abilities are really strong. 
• Your imagination, intuition and creativity are greatly magnified. 
• Engage with Soul-centered activities – creative, artistic projects. 
• Pay attention to your visions. 
• You feel a more delicate, light, sweet and spiritual energy today. 
• Your dreams may intensify. 
• You receive wonderful insights. 
• Mystical experiences may shift your perspective. 
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Sunday, 3.26.2023 = 18/9 
• 26 gives you the courage, 18 reflection and wisdom. 
• The corresponding single digit “root” numbers 8 and 9 stimulate 

release and acceptance that allows you to take charge with the 
utter conviction that the Divine Grace of God is your co-creator. 

• You have a visionary perspective today. 
• Take time to rest and then be sure to put your resources into action. 
• Loving Authority is your keyword today. 
• Be an example of what if feels like when your internal drivers are 

being of service and leading without excuses. 
• Love is definitely in the air today!  
• Allow romance (in every part of your life) to empower you… 

 
Moon sextile Sun  

• You feel happy, loving and affectionate. 
• You can have easy conversations and connections with 

others. 
• Life feels in harmony, balanced and content. 
• You want to be intimate and cuddle with your loved ones.  
• You are recognized at SOUL level. 
• Self-confidence is heightened. 
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Monday, 3.27.2023 = 19/10/1 
• Major shifts spur inner confidence. 
• You are letting go, letting God, and moving forward with your new 

plans. 
• Allow originality and compassion to fuel your heart. 
• Release old, outdated ideas – and be open to process new 

approaches. 
•  You are releasing bygones in order to be completely invigorated 

from within about your Divine Mission. 
• Abundance flows the more you implement your original ideas. 
• A day of new beginnings in love. 
• Be compassionate and confident. 
• Rest and Action are both magnified today. 

 
Moon square Neptune  

• You feel more sensitive and may question reality. 
• A dreamlike sensation may create a veil and prevent you from seeing 

things clearly. 
• Your emotional sensory perception is strong – stay grounded 

and add extra spiritual protection. 
• This is a time to rest and not make important decisions. 
• Use the enhanced creative energy in an imaginative way. 
• Beautiful music and art soothe any frayed nerves. 
• Mystical experiences take you to faraway places. 
• Sleep in, take naps and you’ll restore and maintain your emotional 

harmony. 
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Tuesday, 3.28.2023 = 20/2 
• New Beginnings in creativity spur you into action. 
• Embrace the present moment through intense listening. 
• Innovation and courage blend with tremendous inspiration today. 
• Your intuition is on a high as you have the energy and courage to 

attempt a brand new approach. 
• Embrace your inner Creator. 
• Connect with loved ones and friends in intimate conversations. 
• Peaceful, inspired connections – internal and external – are yours 

today. 
 
Mercury conjunct Jupiter 

• You can receive good news today! 
• Your imagination is enriched as is your ability to follow up on 

express a wealth of ideas.  
• You feel optimistic and enthusiastic. 
• Your ideas are brimming with positivity. 
• This transit favors any business transactions, negotiations and 

contracts. 
• Many advantages emerge. 
• You can see the big vision – write your ideas down. 
• You are generous and ready to make amends. 
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Wednesday, 3.29.2023 = 21/3  

• Today’s 29/11 Universal Day opens the 11 gateway into Joy and 
Truth. 

• You experience tremendous love as you approach every interaction, 
intimate or otherwise, with a smile and with humor. 

• An originality infuses your day, spurring you on to create and create 
some more. 

• Imagination and inspiration are merged with joyful self expression. 
• Guard against going into drama – instead turn the energy around 

and find a way to laugh. 
• This is the portal to fun and happiness! 
• So communicate with positive energy and hold positive intentions 

in your heart. 
 
Moon square Jupiter 

• Your emotions expand. 
• Consciously focus on positive outcomes so you don’t feel 

listless.  
• A balance of wisdom and love activates abundance today. 
• Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of 

bliss. 
• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
• Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul. 
• Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
• You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
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Thursday, 3.30.2023 = 13/4 
• Your day is blessed by the Divine Feminine 13 and Joyful 

Expression 30 numbers code. 
• Take this call to create internal security by awakening what makes 

you smile. 
• Your creative gift wants to be organized today. 
• Expression follows the discipline to get into a place of inner 

attunement. 
• Allow the divine to speak through you. 
• Peaceful resolutions are favored today. 
• Your focused imagination knows no bounds... 

 
Mars trine Saturn  

• The strong surge of energy today activates your 
responsibilities and duties. 

• You have strong willpower and strong concentration. 
• Perseverance is very strong, so use this transit to follow 

through on a project that you feel passionately about. 
• You are taking your work very seriously. 
• Success comes through unusual effort. 
• Distractions are held at bay as you complete goals with 

discipline and dedication. 
• If you are dating, this is a great time to commit to the 

relationship and make it formal. 
• Your patience allows you to discover the most efficient road 

to successful completion of any project. 
 

Venus conjunct Uranus  
• You are open to explore new options and connect with others. 
• This is a great time to start a new creative project – be open to 

experiment! 
• Financial windfalls are enhanced. 
• You honor your own and everyone else’s uniqueness. 
• Your eye for beauty is great as your inner innovator is keen on 

finding unique expression. 
• Creatively you are more stimulated and ready to explore as far 

as your imagination will go. 
• Relationships and love get a burst of excitement. 
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Friday, 3.31.2023 = 14/5 
• Today genius blends with adventure. 
• It’s a wonderful beginning of the week to feel free to explore the 

unknown and your natural ingenuity. 
• Make productive changes in your life – they will last and set you free 

from following the mundane, expected path. 
• Take a leap of faith by trusting your intuition and exploring what is 

fun and exciting. 
• Quick changes and flexibility allow you to experience inner peace. 
 

Moon trine Sun  

• This is a happy transit of the two celestial light bodies, our 
star, the Sun and the Moon. 

• You feel affectionate and loving. 
• Recognition and praise can come your way. 
• Little gifts and advantages come your way. 
• You are recognized for your gifts and extend that 

recognition to others 
• You feel intimately connected to the Divine. 

 
 
 
 
Love and Blessings,  
 
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal 
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of 
praise from her clients and followers.  
 
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient 
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the 
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars, 
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and well-
being with a primary focus on teaching spiritual 
principles that manifest practical, real-life results. 
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire 
tens of thousands of viewers per month.  
  
Tania Gabrielle was featured and quoted in The 
New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA Today , 
Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence 
Magazine, ESPN.com, Yahoo.com and US 
Magazine. As the founder and creator 
of Numerology Academy™ – the first online 
certification course integrating Astrology 
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified 
hundreds of students in 37 countries.  

 
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of 
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to 
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow. 
 
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most 
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists. 
 
 
http://taniagabrielle.com 
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Personal Blueprints  
 
Your Venus Code™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/your-venus-code/ 
 
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/ 
 
Personal Numerology Blueprint  
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/ 
 
Your Wealthy Name Code 
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/ 
 
Your Soul Code Forecast 
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/ 

 
 
Readings  
 
Intuitive Counseling Call 
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call  
 
Royal Code Reading™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading 

 
 
Trainings  
 

YOUR INNER STAR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-inner-star/ 
 
STAR CODE SUCCESS™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/starcodesuccess/ 
 
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/ 
 
SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™ 
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/  
 
ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator/ 

 
 

 


